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Final yc-ar students failing ir. subjects not 
aggregating more than about 30$ of the- total obtainable marts, 
need, not repeat any of the courses, but are allowed to sit for 
special supplemental examinations in September of each year, 
or for the regular examinations of another session, (May 26,1^25.}

Final year students whose failures aggregate 
more than the above, must repeat all final year subjects in 
which they have failed. They may also be called upon to repeat 
other subjects in which their standing was low. (May 26,1225.)

Students exempted from a certain proportion of 
their work in any year, shall nevertheless be ranked with other 
students in that year, or. a percentage basis calculated on the 
subjects which they take. For example, assuming ten subjects 
in /the course, a student exempted in one or more, and averaging 
60£;o in all of the others, would rank equal with another student 
who averaged 60$ in all ten, but when,in the opinion of the Dean, 
a student, owing to exemptions without corresponding handicaps, 
pursues a course which is appreciably lighter than that of the 
average student in his year, he may be ranked as though he had 
obtained only "pass marks in the subjects in which he hold 
exemptions : always provided, however, that an exempted student 

if he so desire, conic up for examination in exempted 
subjects at the regular time, and be entitled to whatever marks 
he obtains. (Mar. 5, 1917.)
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7. In the case of "optional” course approved by 

phe Faculty for insertion in the calendar, credit may be given 
lor standing obtained in accordance with the ordinary rule "based 
upon lecture- hours, but such credit shall in no case raise the 
minimum number of marks required to pass in any year.

(Mar. 5, 1917.)
( The word "optional" has since acquired another meaning.)
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